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Abstract



The cryptocurrency space has witnessed an influx of meme
projects, often plagued by scams and rug pulls, leading to a loss of
trust among investors. Donkey Bank emerges as a beacon of
change, promising a unique model to redefine the meme economy.
Led by Mr. Don, a visionary born into the family of evolved donkeys,
who has surpassed modern humans in intelligence, and supported
by a seasoned team in blockchain and marketing, Donkey Bank
aims to set itself apart from the plethora of projects in the crypto
space. This whitepaper delves into the details of the project,
outlining its distinctive features, tokenomics, and commitment to
decentralization and transparency.
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The current crypto landscape, particularly within meme projects,
is saturated with scams and a lack of value. Donkey Bank enters
this space with a mission to reshape the meme economy,
introducing a model that emphasizes transparency,
decentralization, and tangible utility. At the helm of this ambitious
venture is Mr. Don, a donkey born into a family that has evolved to
surpass modern humans in intelligence.

Mr. Don's unique background is pivotal to the ethos of Donkey
Bank. Born into a family of evolved donkeys, his innate intelligence
and ability to navigate the complexities of the crypto world set the
foundation for this groundbreaking project. Mr. Don's
understanding of the crypto landscape and his commitment to
revolutionizing the meme economy have been crucial in shaping
the vision of Donkey Bank.
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Project OverviewProject Overview

Donkey Bank distinguishes itself with
a total supply of 1.8 billion tokens. To
ensure a fair distribution, 1 billion
tokens are allocated for the presale,
providing early supporters an
opportunity to engage with the
project. Furthermore, the tokenomics
include 200million for staking
rewards, 100 million for in-play game
rewards, 50 million for sustainability
fund, 100 million for marketing
efforts, and 200 million for listing and
buyback. Notably, 150 million team
tokens are locked for a year,
demonstrating the team's
commitment to long-term success.



In contrast to prevalent issues in the crypto space, Donkey Bank
is committed to total decentralization and transparency. The
project will implement a mechanism that empowers the
community, allowing them to have a voice in major decisions.
This commitment extends beyond mere promises, as the team is
actively developing structures to ensure meaningful community
participation.
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The Donkey Bank token serves a dual purpose – not only is it a financial
instrument, but it also acts as a utility within the ecosystem. Holders can
utilize the token for participation in raffles, contributing to a vibrant and
engaging community experience. Additionally, the token facilitates the
exchange of NFTs and serves as a means to acquire or collect items within
Donkey Bank's flagship product – the DeFi game.

Donkey Bank's flagship product,
The Donkey game, stands as a
testament to the project's
commitment to innovation and
user engagement. The token
becomes an essential element
within the game, allowing players
to seamlessly participate in
various activities, trade NFTs, and
acquire in-game items. The
integration of the token into the
game not only enhances its utility
but also ensures a cohesive and
immersive experience for the
community.

Utility of the TokenUtility of the Token

Flagship Product:Flagship Product:
The Donkey gameThe Donkey game



TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS

dob 1 billion for Presale
dobk 100 million for Marketing
dobk 200 million for Buyback and Listings
dobk 150 million allocated for Team Tokens, locked until April 2025
dobk 100 million for Game Rewards
dobk 200 million for Staking and Rewards
dobk 50 million for Sustainability Fund

dobk 150 million
allocated for Team
Tokens, locked until

April 2025

dobk 100 million for
Game Rewards

dobk 200 million for
Staking and Rewards

dobk 50 million for
Sustainability Fund

dobk 1 billion
for Presale

dobk 200 million for
Buyback and Listings

dobk 100 million for
Marketing
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Phase TwoPhase Two

Phase OnePhase One

Phase ThreePhase Three

Engage Influencers
NFT Minting
Launch "The Donkey Game"
Initiate Raffle Prize Event

Team Formation
Token Generation
Smart Contract Security Audit
Launching of Website
Initiation of Presale
Integration with Social Media
Commencement of Marketing
Activities

Expand Team
List on DEX (Decentralized
Exchange)
List on CEX (Centralized
Exchange)
Launch Lottery
Introduce Staking
Implement Community
Voting System

P3

P2

P1



ConclusionConclusion

Our TeamOur Team  

In a crypto space fraught with challenges, Donkey Bank emerges
as a project with a vision to redefine the meme economy. With Mr.
Don's unique background, an experienced team, a commitment to
transparency and decentralization, and a unique model that
integrates the token into a vibrant DeFi game, Donkey Bank is
poised to set a new standard. As the project progresses, it seeks to
restore trust in the community and pave the way for a more
sustainable and engaging crypto ecosystem.
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